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Abstract. The positron spin-relaxation(e+SR) method permits the detection and investigation
of positronium (Ps) in condensed matter with very small formation probabilities. In a set-up that
makes use of spin-polarized positrons emitted from a68Ge/68Ga source, the effect of reversals of
an external magnetic field applied longitudinally to the positron spin polarization on the Doppler
broadening of the annihilation photon line is measured. For the first time, the fractionsr of Ps-
forming positrons and normalized electron densitiesκ at the positron in Ps have been determined
for natural type-IIa diamond(r = 0.07, κ = 1) and crystalline SiC(r = 0.04, κ = 0.15). The
two materials show a hitherto not observed anomalous dependence of the Doppler broadening
on the magnetic field strength that indicates that a large Ps fraction annihilates before becoming
thermalized. Fused quartz(r = 0.67, κ = 1.4), C60 fullerite (r = 0.03, κ = 0.3), and highly
orientated pyrolytic graphite(r = 0.01, κ = 0.7) showed the ‘normal’ field dependence.

1. Introduction

Owing to the non-conservation of parity inβ-decay, positrons (e+) emitted from radioactive
sources are spin polarized. The measure of the spin polarization of spin-1/2 particles, the
helicityH, is defined as the expectation value of the projection of the spin,s, measured in
units of h̄/2 (h = 2πh̄ = Planck’s constant), onto the direction of the particle momentum,
p. For positrons emitted from radioactive sources with speedv, the helicity is given by

H = v/c (1)

wherec denotes the speed of light. Although the spectrum average of the helicity,〈H〉, can
be quite large (in the present experiments〈H〉 = 0.92; cf. section 3), in condensed-matter
studies employing positrons rather little use is being made of the e+ spin polarization. This
is in striking contrast to the flourishing and rapidly expanding applications of low-energy
positive muons (µ+) [1–3], which are almost entirely based on the spin polarization of
muons obtained from the semi-leptonic decay ofπ -mesons.

In the present context, the most important difference betweenµ+ and e+ is that positive
muonsdecayinto positrons and two neutrinos through the weak interaction and therefore
under non-conservation of parity, whereas positronsannihilatewith electrons (e−) through
the parity-conserving electromagnetic interaction. In the first case the direction of the e+

emission is correlated with the spin directions of the decaying muons. This allows us to
obtain information on the spin polarization at the moment of decay and, thus, through the
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coupling of spin and magnetic moment, on the ‘magnetic history’ of an ensemble of spin-
polarizedµ+ implanted into matter. In marked contrast to this, the dominant annihilation
mode of e+ in condensed matter, namely the collinear emission of two 511 keV photons
(γ -quanta), is always isotropic. Nevertheless, in certain circumstances information on the
e+ spin polarizationcanbe obtained from 2γ -annihilation due to the fundamental difference
betweenannihilation anddecay. While theµ+-decay is not influenced by the environment
(as a consequence, the mean lifetime ofµ+ is invariably equal toτµ = 2.2 µs), this
is expressly not so for the e+e− annihilation. The rate of annihilation (=the inverse
of the positron lifetime) is proportional to the overlap of the e+ wavefunction with the
wavefunctions of the electrons with spins antiparallel to the e+ spin and thus dependent not
only on the annihilation site but also on the spin polarization of the electrons at that site.

A further source of information is a consequence of the fact that the above-mentioned
collinearity of the photons resulting from the 2γ -annihilation of positron–electron pairs
holds in therest systemof the annihilating pair butnot necessarily in thelaboratory system.
Only if the pair momentum is negligibly small compared tomec (me = electron mass), as
it is in the case of the annihilation of the e+ in thermalizedparapositronium (p-Ps) with
their ‘own’ electrons (in the following called self-annihilation), is the emission ofall photon
pairs collinear in the laboratory system as well. If, however, at the time of their annihilation
the p-Ps ‘atoms’ still possess an appreciable momentum transverse to the direction in which
the 2γ -emission is observed, i.e. if their slowing down is delayed on the timescale of their
lifetime, the 2γ -emission is no longer collinear in the laboratory system. At the same time,
the annihilation photons are Doppler shifted by

1Eγ = ±cpl/2 (2)

wherepl denotes the component of the pair momentum in the direction of observation.
(Occasionally,pl will be referred to as ‘longitudinal momentum’.)

Since experimental and theoretical evidence strongly indicates that e+ not bound in Ps
(=e+e−) virtually always thermalize within times that are short compared to their lifetimes
[4–6], the phenomenon just described allows us to detect the momentum distribution of
non-thermalized p-Ps by means of ACAR (angular correlation of annihilation radiation) or
Doppler broadening (1Eγ ) measurements. In general, the information that may be obtained
by measuring the angular correlation curve or the Doppler broadening of the 511 keV photon
line is independent of the direction of the positron spins and thus of the e+ spin polarization.
There are two important exceptions, however, both of which are direct consequences of the
fact that 2γ -annihilation is possible only if the two partners of the annihilating pair have
opposite spins.

(i) If a fraction of the participatingelectronsare spin polarized, reversal of the positron
spins changes the density and the momentum distribution of the electrons available for
annihilation [7].

(ii) Self-annihilation of positroniumtakes place only in the 11S0 (singlet) state (e+ and
e− spins antiparallel) but not in the 13S1 (triplet) state (e+ and e− spins parallel). (We are
justified in confining the discussion to the 1S states.) External magnetic fields mix these
states and thus alter the annihilation rates; the energy eigenstate in the presence of external
magnetic fields emerging from 11S0 (=parapositronium) is called plesio-parapositronium
(pp-Ps), the eigenstate emerging from 13S1 (=orthopositronium) is called meiktopositronium
(m-Ps) [8]. The occupancy of the ‘mixed’ states depends on the spin polarization of the
positrons. As the present work demonstrates, spin-polarized positrons provide us with a
very powerful tool for the study of Ps formation.
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Both possibilities for utilizing the e+ spin polarization, a ‘free gift’ from Mother Nature,
require fairly large external magnetic fields along the spin-polarization axis. Since it would
usually be rather impractical to reverse the direction of the e+ polarization, most experiments
are performed by reversing the external magnetic field.

Notwithstanding the differences mentioned above, the techniques allowing us to exploit
the e+ spin polarization are similar to the study of positive muons by means of the muon
spin relaxation in alongitudinal (with respect to the polarization direction) magnetic field,
one of the basicµSR techniques [1]. Because of this analogy, the present technique has
been dubbed e+SR [9, 10]. An important difference between e+SR and longitudinalµSR is
that, in contrast toµSR, in typical e+SR measurements the sample to be investigated must
serve also as detector for the relaxation of the spin polarization. For this reason the range
of applicability of e+SR is much narrower than that ofµSR.

e+SR detectors according to alternative (i) may be ferromagnets alternately magnetized
parallel and antiparallel to the e+ polarization [10, 11]; here the e+ spin polarization
‘relaxes’ (i.e. tends towards its equilibrium value) provided that the magnetic moments of the
positrons interact with varying internal magnetic fields perpendicular to the e+ spin direction.
Materials containing paramagnetic trapping centres permit e+SR measurements by reversing
the sample magnetization, too. In this case, however, a sufficiently strong magnetization
can only be achieved by applying large magnetic fields at quite low temperatures; as an
example we mention a recent study of ‘paramagnetic’ electrons in F centres in KCl [12].

Use of alternative (ii) is made in studies of Ps by e+SR. Here the spin relaxation is
due to the hyperfine interaction between the magnetic moments of positrons and electrons
bound in Ps. The determination of the helicity of positrons from22Na by the e+SR technique
provided the first demonstration that positrons emitted by unpolarized radioactive sources
are longitudinally spin polarized [13]. In some molecular substances e+SR measurements
revealed positron spin relaxation during the slowing-down process of the positrons [14, 15].
For overviews regarding item (ii) and additional references see [16, 17].

The present paper reports and discusses e+SR studies of Ps formation in natural type-
IIa diamond, crystalline SiC, fused quartz, graphite, and C60 fullerite (section 4 and 5).
Section 3 gives a brief description of the experimental set-up and extends the formerly
described data analysis [18] to include the formation ofnon-thermalizedpositronium. A
quantitative model for the slowing-down process of Ps in condensed matter [19] is reviewed
in section 2.1; the eigenstates of the spin Hamiltonian of positronium in external magnetic
fields are discussed in section 2.2 (for a more detailed account see [8]).

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Slowing down of Ps

The kinetic energies of positrons implanted into condensed matter are much larger than
the thermal equilibrium value 3kBT/2, wherekB denotes Boltzmann’s constant andT the
absolute temperature. Most of the kinetic energy is lost rather rapidly by energy transfer to
the host material, the creation of electron–hole pairs and the inelastic scattering of positrons
by phonons being the main processes responsible for the slowing down of e+ in condensed
matter [20]. The excitation of phonons becomes effective only when the kinetic energies
of the positrons are comparable to the maximum phonon energies. Multi-phonon processes
contribute only little to the slowing down of e+.

Ps forms in general with kinetic energiesEkin that are large compared to 3kBT/2.
Because of its charge neutrality, Ps cannot create electron–hole pairs; therefore the excess
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kinetic energy has to be dissipated by inelastic Ps–phonon interactions. In materials with
optical phonon branches this will predominantly occur by the excitation of optical phonons,
since their energies ¯hωop and their densities of states are larger than those of acoustic
phonons. The prediction that in Ps-forming materialswithout optical phonon branches the
slowing down of Ps should be delayed has been verified by measurements on the solid rare
gases Ne, Ar, and Kr [21].

A quantitative model for the inelastic scattering of light ‘particles’ such as Ps by optical
phonons [19] predicts that as long as

Ekin � h̄ωop cotanh(h̄ωop/2kBT )/2 (3)

holds, the particle momentum decreases linearly with time according to

p(t) = p0

(
1− t

τsd

)
. (4)

Herep0 is the initial momentum and

τsd= 2πρp0(h̄/mEop)
2 (5)

the slowing-down time. In (5),m denotes the particle mass (in the case of Ps,m = 2me),
Eop a deformation ‘potential’ with the dimension of a force, andρ the density of the host
material. The independence ofτsd of T andωop is a consequence of the condition (3).

2.2. Ps spin eigenstates and e+ spin polarization

As mentioned in section 1, the study of Ps by the e+SR technique rests on the ‘mixing’
of the zero-field eigenstates of the spin Hamiltonian by an applied magnetic fieldB. In
the absence of an external magnetic field the spin eigenstates of Ps may be characterized
by the symbol|S,m〉, whereS denotes the quantum number of the total spin andm the
‘magnetic’ quantum number. In this notation p-Ps has the spin eigenvector|0, 0〉; the three
energetically degenerate spin states of o-Ps are characterized by|1, 1〉, |1, 0〉, and |1,−1〉.
Since in a magnetic fieldm remains a ‘good’ quantum number (in contrast toS), the states
|1, 1〉 and |1,−1〉 are not affected by the magnetic field and retain therefore the properties
of o-Ps. In the following they will be denoted by the labelsj = 3, 4. Of the twom = 0
states in a magnetic field, the pp-Ps state (reducing to|0, 0〉 for B −→ 0) will be denoted
by j = 1, and m-Ps, the state that reduces to|1, 0〉 for B −→ 0, will be denoted byj = 2.
In the data analysis we also have to take into account the annihilation of e+ not bound in
Ps (so-called free e+); to them the labelj = 0 is assigned.

Several processes may contribute to the dependence of the population numbersnj (t)

(j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) of the five states introduced in the preceding paragraph on theage t
(=time passed since Ps formation).

(i) e+ annihilation. The magnetic fields achievable in the laboratory are too weak
to influence the annihilation processper se. This means that in our analysis only 2γ -
annihilation needs to be taken into account, that self-annihilation affects only the|0, 0〉
contributions to the twom = 0 states (in aB-dependent manner), and that the rate of the
pick-off annihilation (=annihilation of the e+ in Ps with a ‘foreign’ electron of opposite
spin, thus reflecting the momentum distribution of the electrons at the Ps location) isB-
independent.

(ii) Spin exchange. The exchange of spin directions between ‘foreign’ electrons and
the electrons bound in Ps (the analogue of the ‘flip-flop processes’ well known in magnetic
resonance) transformsS = 1 states intoS = 0 states and vice versa.
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(iii) Positronium inhibition. Oxidizing substances such as K2S2O8 may grasp the e−

from Ps and thus turn Ps into free e+ [22]. A detectable age dependence of the occupation
numbers may result if this process is diffusion controlled [23].

The rate equations describing the processes (i) and (ii) have been formulated and
extensively discussed elsewhere (see, e.g., [8]). (Process (iii) could be easily incorporated
but is unimportant in the present work.) Ifr denotes the fraction of implanted e+ that form
positronium instantaneously andP the spin polarization of the implanted e+, the initial
conditions read

n0(0) = 1− r (6a)

n1(0) = (r/4) [1+ xP(1− 2ζ )] n2(0) = (r/4) [1− xP(1− 2ζ )] (6b)

n3(0) = (r/4)(1+ P) n4(0) = (r/4)(1− P). (6c)

The dimensionless coefficient

ζ := [1− (1+ x2)−1/2]/2 (7)

appearing in (6) depends on the normalized magnetic field

x = 4µeB/1E
hf = κ−1B/3.63 T (8)

where1Ehf = κ × 0.8412 meV denotes the Ps hyperfine splitting in matter andµe =
5.795× 10−5 eV T−1 the electron magnetic moment. The dimensionless parameterκ is
defined as the electron density at the e+ site in Ps divided by its vacuum value [24, 25];
thusκ equals unity in vacuum.P denotes the spin polarization of the e+ ensemble whose
annihilation is investigated. In common with the helicityH, P is a pseudoscalar quantity.
It is defined as the expectation value of the normalized projection of the spinss onto a
fixed space directionr0, and not, like H, with respect to themomentumdirection of the
positrons. This has the consequence that

P = 〈s · r0〉/s (9)

may be different from zero even for slowed-down e+, whereasH loses its meaning for
particles at rest.

The slowing down of e+ in condensed matter is so fast that the polarization of an
implanted beam of e+ is preserved to a high degree†. If Ps is formed, this need not be true,
since the slowing-down time of Ps may not be negligibly small compared to the inverse of
the hyperfine frequencyνhf = 1Ehf/h = κ × 2.03× 1011 s−1, which is a measure of the
spin-flip rate in Ps. As will be seen in section 4, non-thermalized p-Ps may indeed leave a
clear mark in the e+SR data.

Equations (6a)–(6c) have been normalized according to

4∑
j=0

nj (0) = 1. (10)

Since our experimental set-up integrates over the e+ age, we do not require the explicit
solutions nj (t). Rather, the various annihilation fractionsIl (the so-called intensities),
where the subscriptl stands for p-Ps (=annihilation with the characteristics of p-Ps, whether

† The discovery that even slow positrons emitted from certain moderators are still polarized [26] initiated the
production of spin-polarized positron beams. Such beams may serve, e.g., as probes of surface magnetism by
investigating Ps formation at the surface [27]; other applications may be found in [28].
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thermalized or not), po (=pick-off annihilation), or f (=annihilation of free e+), are directly
related to the time integrals of the occupation numbers

Lj (0) =
∫ ∞

0
nj (t) dt (j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) (11)

which may be obtained by the integration by parts of the rate equations. The relationships
read

Ip−Ps= λp−Ps[(1− ζ )L1(0)+ ζL2(0)] (12)

Ipo = λpo[(1− ζ )L2(0)+ ζL1(0)+ L3(0)+ L4(0)] (13)

If = λfL0(0) (14)

whereλp−Ps, λpo, andλf are the annihilation rates of p-Ps, o-Ps (pick-off annihilation), and
of the free positrons. The sum over the time-integrated occupation numbers is independent
of the magnetic field and equals the mean positron lifetimeτ , i.e. the weighted sum of the
lifetimes τp−Ps, τpo, andτf . Hence we have

τ := τp−PsIp−Ps+ τpoIpo+ τfIf = L0(0)+ L1(0)+ L2(0)+ L3(0)+ L4(0). (15)

The dependence of the annihilation fractions on the magnetic field strength in terms of the
reduced fieldx is given by

Il = b
(l)

0 + b(l)1 rPx + b(l)2 x
2

c′0+ c′2x2
(16)

wherel stands for p-Ps, po, or f. The coefficientsb(l)0 , b(l)1 , b(l)2 , c′0, andc′2 depend on the
electron density parameterκ, on the annihilation ratesλp−Ps, λo−Ps, andλpo, and on rates
characterizing the ‘chemical’ transition processes mentioned above [18].

3. Experimental set-up and data analysis

The Stuttgart e+SR set-up employs spin-polarized positrons from a68Ge/68Ga source with
a current activity of about 1 mCi (=3.7× 107 Bq). 68Ge (half-life 275 days) decays by
electron capture into68Ga (half-life 68 min). The positrons emitted in theβ-decay of
68Ga possess a maximum kinetic energy of 1.9 MeV, a most probable kinetic energy of
0.99 MeV, and an average kinetic energy of 0.81 MeV. This corresponds to a mean helicity
〈H〉 = 0.92. Static external magnetic fieldsB up to 2.6 T are provided by an iron-core
magnet. The set-up has rotational symmetry around theB-direction; hence it is natural to
use this direction for defining the spin polarization according to (9). Since the positrons
implanted into the sample are those emitted into a cone of half-opening angleϕ, the spin
polarization of the implanted positron ensemble is given by

P = 〈H〉 cos2(ϕ/2). (17)

It decreases with increasingB because of the dependence ofϕ on the magnetic field
strengthB.

The annihilation quanta are detected by a high-purity Ge detector placed about 0.7 m
from the sample. Annihilation events outside the sample are eliminated by a veto detector
system. The Doppler-broadened 511 keV photon line is recorded at different magnetic field
strengths with count rates of about 500 counts s−1; the direction ofB is reversed every
5× 103 s. A reference for software stabilization of the energy spectra is provided every
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600 s by monitoring the 497 keV photon line of103Ru. This line is also used to determine
the Gaussian widthσres of the resolution function, which is obtained by fitting

Gref = N res

σres

√
2π

exp

[
− (1Eγ )

2

2σ 2
res

]
(18)

to the 497 keV line. In (18),1Eγ is the deviation of the photon energy from the centres
of the 497 keV or 511 keV line. For further details see [10, 29].

As a measure of the relative difference between the Doppler-broadened line shapes at
the two directions of the applied magnetic field an energy-integrated polarization parameter
P ∗ is introduced as follows. The numbers of counts recorded in each channel at the two
field directions are divided by the total number of counts in a suitably chosen normalization
range (see figure 1(a)). The dimensionless parameterP ∗ = P ∗(B) is obtained by subtracting
the two normalized spectra channel by channel and summing over a range of channels as
indicated in figure 1(b). Note thatP ∗ is an integrated quantity with respect not only to the
energy but also to the positron ages.

k (73 eV/channel)

1300 1350 1400 1450 1500

D
* 

(k
)

-0.0004

0.0000

0.0004

N
 (

k)

102

103

104

105

summation summation

B =    1.0 T+-
(a)

(b)

normalization range

Figure 1. (a) Doppler broadening of the 511 keV line in fused quartz recorded at opposite
field directions (B = ±1 T). On the scale of the diagram the two lines almost coincide. The
marked channel range is used for normalization (see the text). (b) The normalized difference
spectrumD∗; P ∗ is obtained by summation over the indicated energy ranges.

From thetime-integrated intensitiesIl (see (16)) a model function

P ∗model(x) = fpo
[
Ipo(−x)− Ipo(x)

]+ fp−Ps
[
Ip−Ps(−x)− Ip−Ps(x)

]
(19)

for P ∗ may be derived, where±x indicate the opposite field directions. The dimensionless
quantitiesfp−Ps andfpo are the fractions of the measured 2γ self-annihilation and pick-off
annihilation events in the summation range. The summation range is chosen in such a way
that if all Ps ‘atoms’ are thermalized, i.e., if the Ps momentum distribution is very narrow,
only pick-off annihilation contributes toP ∗. In this case we havefp−Ps= 0; henceP ∗ > 0
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owing to Ipo(−x) > Ipo(x). However, if non-thermalized Ps is present (fp−Ps > 0), P ∗

may become negative.
The derivation of model functions describing theDoppler broadeningof the annihilation

photon line has to start from the probabilityw(pl) dpl that an annihilating particle has a
longitudinal projection of its momentum vectorp onto the direction of observation that
lies betweenpl andpl + dpl . For the longitudinal momenta of thermalized positrons not
bound in Ps we assume a probability density

wf(pl) = 1

σ ∗f
√

2π
exp

[
− p2

l

2(σ ∗f )2

]
(20)

with Gaussian widthσ ∗f . In order to derive a model function,wf(pl) has to allow for the
limited energy resolution of the detector.

The model function for the contribution of the annihilation of free positrons to the
511 keV photon line is then given by

Cf(pl; x) = N0If(x)

σf

√
2π

exp

[
− p2

l

2σ 2
f

]
(21)

with

(σf)
2 = (σ ∗f )2+ (σres)

2. (22)

For monoenergetic Ps atoms with momentum vectorspPs isotropically distributed in
space, the probability densitywPs(pl) is given by [21]

wPs(pl) =
{

1/(2pPs) (|pl | 6 pPs)

0 (|pl | > pPs).
(23)

The model function for the Ps contribution to the 511 keV photon line has to allow not only
for the limited energy resolution but also for the distribution of the momenta of pick-off
electrons. We assume that this distribution is adequately represented by the probability
density

wpo(pl) = 1

σ ∗po

√
2π

exp

[
− p2

l

2(σ ∗po)
2

]
(24)

with Gaussian widthσ ∗po. The momentum probability density for Ps is then obtained by
convoluting (23) with the resolution function of the detector and, in the case of o-Ps,
additionally with (24). This leads to

wi(pl) = 1

4aipPs

[
erf

(
pl + aipPs√

2σi

)
− erf

(
pl − aipPs√

2σi

)]
(25)

where i stands for p-Ps or po; the dimensionless factorsai weigh the influence of the
Ps momentapPs on wi(pl). Whereasapo = 1/2 since in pick-off annihilations only
the positrons take part, in self-annihilations both Ps constituents, electron and positron,
contribute their moments towi(pl); henceap−Ps= 1. The widthsσi appearing in (25) are
given by

(σp−Ps)
2 = (σ ∗p−Ps)

2+ (σres)
2 (26a)

or

(σpo)
2 = (σ ∗po)

2+ (σres)
2 (26b)

depending on whether we consider p-Ps or o-Ps; in (26a) we introduced the widthσ ∗p−Ps to
allow for a Doppler shift of the photon energies in the 2γ self-annihilation of Ps.
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Figure 2. The dependence ofP ∗ on the strength of the applied magnetic fieldB as measured
at room temperature on natural (type-IIa) diamond, crystalline SiC (6H/15R polytype), graphite
(HOPG), fused quartz (SUPRASIL), and C60 fullerite; the solid lines are the results of fits to
the data. The curve for Ps in vacuum has been calculated.

In the case ofthermalizedPs,pPs is independent of the e+ age and small enough for
(25) to be replaced by Gaussians. The contributions to the 511 keV photon line due to the
annihilation of Ps are then given by

Ci(x;pl) = N0Ii(x)

σi
√

2π
exp

[
− p2

l

2σ 2
i

]
i = p-Ps, po. (27)

For non-thermalizedPs,pPs depends on the positron age according to (4). In this case the
quadrature of (25) with respect tot was carried out numerically.

If the background in the energy spectra is described by two functionsU0(1Eγ ; x) and
U1(1Eγ ; x) as outlined in [18], the number of counts in the energy range used in the
analysis may be represented by the sum

Nmodel(1Eγ ; x) = Gref+
∑
l

Cl + U0+ U1 l = p-Ps, po, f. (28)

Since the experiment measures the Doppler shifts1Eγ , the contributionsCl , which
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according to (27) depend on the momentumpl , have to be transformed to1Eγ -dependent
functions by means of (2).

The full information content of the experimental data is used in a simultaneous least-
squares fit of the model functions (19) and (28) to the magnetic field dependence of the
polarization parameterP ∗ and of the 511 keV photon line shape. This gives us numerical
values for the fractionr of Ps-forming positrons, the electron density parameterκ, the
pick-off annihilation rateλpo, and the widthσ ∗po characterizing the momentum distribution
of the pick-off electrons, plus additional parameters depending on whether we include non-
thermalized Ps or not. For thermalized Ps the contributionsCi (see (27)) have been used
with the Gaussian widthσ ∗p−Ps as fit parameter. If non-thermalized Ps is present,Cp−Ps and
Cpo are derived by integrating (25) with respect tot . In this case the fit parameters are the
kinetic energyE0 at the instant of Ps formation and the Ps slowing-down timeτsd.

Table 1. Characteristic parameters of Ps in natural type-IIa diamond, crystalline SiC (6H/15R
polytype), and fused quartz (SUPRASIL): the fraction of Ps-forming e+, r; the electron density
parameter,κ; the pick-off lifetime, τpo = (λpo)

−1; the slowing-down time,τsd; the kinetic
energy,E0, at the time of Ps formation; and the Gaussian width,σ ∗po, characterizing the
momentum distribution of pick-off electrons. The deformation potentialEop is derived from
relation (5) by inserting the mass densitiesρ listed in the table

Diamond SiC Fused quartz
(type-IIa) (6H/15R polytype) (SUPRASIL)

r 0.07± 0.01 0.037± 0.004 0.67± 0.04

κ 0.99± 0.05 0.15± 0.02 1.4± 0.1

τpo (10−9 s) 31± 7 20± 8 1.6± 0.1

τsd (10−9 s) 12.6± 0.6 9± 2 0.04± 0.01

E0 (eV) 8.03± 0.06 6.85± 0.07 3.08± 0.08

σ ∗po (keV) 2.1± 0.3 1.8± 0.2 1.07± 0.03

Eop (1010 eV m−1) 0.07 0.08 0.83

ρ (g cm−3) 3.52 3.21 2.25

4. Results

Room temperature e+SR measurements were performed on fused quartz (SUPRASIL),
natural type-IIa diamond (the same sample as was studied in [37]), crystalline SiC (6H/15R
polytype), highly orientated pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), and purified C60/C70 fullerite
powder (C60 content about 0.8 M, mean crystallite size about 2µm). The fullerite powder
was compacted to disk-shaped pellets (diameter 8 mm, thickness about 3 mm) at a pressure
of about 20 MPa.

Figure 2 contrasts the dependence ofP ∗ on the applied fieldB as derived by the data-
handling procedure described in section 3 withP ∗(B) as calculated for Ps at rest in vacuum
and normalized to the same maximum valueP̂ ∗ as that of fused quartz. The vanishing of
P ∗ at low magnetic fields is trivial. The tendency ofP ∗ to go to zero at high magnetic
field strengths is in agreement with the fact that in the regimeB � 1Ehf/µe positron
and electron spins are decoupled and that, as a consequence, the occupation numbers of
the energy eigenstates of Ps contributing to the 2γ self-annihilation and to the pick-off
annihilation become independent of the field direction. Thus, in Ps-forming materials,P ∗
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must show at least one extremum as a function ofB. Apart from this common feature, the
P ∗(B) curves of figure 2 are very different. This will be discussed in section 5. The solid
lines in figure 2 represent the results of simultaneous least-squares fits to the magnetic field
dependences ofP ∗ and to the 511 keV photon line shape (cf. section 3). The fit parameters
are listed in table 1 (materials with evidence for non-thermalized Ps) and table 2 (materials
without evidence for non-thermalized Ps)

Table 2. Ps fractionsr, electron density parametersκ, and pick-off lifetimesτpo = (λpo)
−1 of

positronium in graphite (HOPG) and C60 fullerite.

Graphite
(HOPG) C60 fullerite

r 0.009± 0.006 0.03± 0.01

κ 0.7± 0.1 0.3± 0.1

τpo (10−9 s) 0.56± 0.03 25± 10

σ ∗p−Ps (keV) 0.4± 0.2 0.5± 0.3

σ ∗po (keV) 3.1± 1.3 2.8± 1.4

5. Discussion

In the comparison of the experimental data with the calculatedP ∗(B) and in their qualitative
interpretation, the answers to the following three questions are very helpful.

(i) Is the absolute magnitude ofP ∗(B) at its extremum,|P̂ ∗|, comparable with or much
smaller than that of strong Ps formers (in the present case, fused quartz, which was among
the first solids in which Ps was identified [31])?

(ii) Is P ∗ positive or negative?
(iii) At which magnetic field doesP ∗(B) reach its extremum?

From the answers we may draw the following conclusions.

(i) If |P̂ ∗| is small compared with the corresponding values for strong Ps formers, the
positronium yieldr is small compared with unity (figure 2: graphite, C60 fullerite).

(ii) NegativeP ∗-values can result only if, on average, the momenta of self-annihilating
p-Ps or p-Ps-like (e+e−) systems are larger than those of the electrons contributing to pick-
off annihilation (cf. (19)). They are therefore a very strong and, as the examples of diamond
and SiC show, quite sensitive indication of Ps formation. Moreover, negativeP ∗-values
are a sufficient indicator (but not a necessary one—see fused quartz) for the annihilation of
an appreciable fraction of p-Ps withepithermalkinetic energies.

(iii) B̂ shifts to higher values with increasingκ but is also strongly influenced byλpo

(for details see [8]). AB̂-value very much larger than the vacuum valueBvac = 0.22 T
indicates thatκ > 1. The tentative conclusion from figure 2 that theκ-value of fused
quartz might exceed unity (which means a stronger overlap of the e+ and e− wavefunctions
than in isolated positronium) has been confirmed by the quantitative analysis of the data
(cf. table 1) and by lifetime measurements in applied magnetic fields on the same sample
[30]. We conclude that in fused quartz the action of local electric fields, which tend to
separate electrons and positrons in positronium, is overcompensated by the Pauli (exchange)
repulsion of the electron by its neighbours.
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Ps formation in graphite and C60 fullerite, for which the e+SR measurements gave very
small yields (r = 0.01 or 0.03, respectively), has so far not been detected by e+ lifetime
measurements [32, 33]. For the detection of small Ps yields such measurements are indeed
less suited than e+SR investigations. The electron density parameter of graphite,κ = 0.7,
is larger than that of C60 fullerite, κ = 0.3, whereas the pick-off lifetime in C60 fullerite
τpo = 25× 10−9 s exceeds by far that in graphite (τpo = 0.56× 10−9 s). This may be
understood if in graphite Ps is formed in the spacings between adjacent carbon layers and
in C60 fullerite in the interior of the C60 molecules. The distance between the planes in
graphite is 3.35× 10−10 m and the diameter of a C60 molecule is 7.1× 10−10 m; thus the
spatial overlap between positron and electron wavefunctions and therefore the value ofκ

should be larger in graphite. In C60 fullerite the electron density is very low in the interior
of the C60 molecules [34], so a small Ps formation probability and a long pick-off lifetime
is expected for Ps residing inside the molecules.

Ps formation outside the C60 molecules would presumably require chemical bonding
of the Ps atom to the surface of the C60 molecule. Lifetime measurements [33] led to the
conclusion that positrons in C60 fullerite annihilate with a lifetime of about 0.4× 10−9 s
predominantly at sites between the C60 molecules; since this lifetime is less than the ‘low-
density limit’ τ∞ = 500 ps of the e+ lifetime in a gas of conduction electrons [35], it is
presumably due to ‘free’ e+ and not to Ps in the intermolecular region.

The data on natural type-IIa diamond and crystalline SiC show the novel feature thatP ∗

is negative. As explained above, the dependence of the polarization parameterP ∗ on the
magnetic field indicates clearly the presence of p-Ps or Ps-like (e+e−) systems, the decrease
of P ∗ towards zero at high magnetic field strength being attributed to the ‘quenching’ of
the hyperfine interaction between the magnetic moments of the positron and electron. Since
negative values of the polarization parameterP ∗ can be found only if the Ps momenta are
considerably larger than that of pick-off electrons, an appreciable fraction of Ps in natural
diamond and crystalline SiC has not yet thermalized at the time of annihilation.

Positronium in natural diamond was found earlier by combined 2D-ACAR and positron
lifetime measurements and ascribed to Ps formation in grain boundaries [36]. On the other
hand, in lifetime measurements on the sample investigated in the present e+SR experiments
positronium wasnot detected; it was concluded that all positrons annihilate as e+ either in
the bulk or in lattice vacancies [37].

To our knowledge, positronium in crystalline SiC has not yet been reported, possibly
because the formation probabilityr = 0.037 was too small to allow detection by one of the
conventional techniques such as ACAR or lifetime measurements.

For both materials, natural diamond and crystalline SiC, the dependence ofP ∗ on the
magnetic field strength could be fitted in a satisfactory manner only by taking the annihilation
of non-thermalized positronium into consideration. The initial Ps kinetic energiesE0 ≈ 8 eV
in natural diamond andE0 ≈ 7 eV in crystalline SiC resulting from the fit are comparable to
the Ps binding energy in vacuum,EB = 6.8 eV, and thus quite plausible. Surprisingly, the
slowing-down times exceed the usual pick-off lifetimes in condensed matter (τpo = 1–5 ns)
by far (cf. table 1). Ifτsd is expressed in terms of the deformation potentialEop, one finds
that it is one order of magnitude smaller than in fused quartz (cf. table 1) or some organic
liquids such as methanol [21]. Our analysis led to pick-off lifetimesτpo = 31 ns in diamond
andτpo = 20 ns in SiC that are much larger than so far found in condensed matter. Since
the present e+SR technique integrates over the e+ age, it is clearly not the best method for
studying lifetimes. The outcome of future background-free lifetime measurements should
be awaited before further conclusions are drawn.

The e+SR results on fused quartz indicate that here the self-annihilation of non-
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thermalized p-Ps plays a rôle, too. The initial kinetic energyE0 = 3.1 eV, i.e. a value
smaller than the Ps binding energy, and the slowing-down timeτsd= 40 ps, agree reasonably
well with the results of a recent analysis [21] of AMOC experiments on fused quartz [38].

6. Conclusions

The positron spin-relaxation (e+SR) technique is a powerful tool for the study of positronium
in condensed matter. Its strength is the detection and quantitative study of small positronium
yields that may not be accessible by lifetime measurements.

At room temperature small Ps-forming fractions of implanted e+ could be found in
graphite (r ≈ 0.01) and in C60 fullerite (r = 0.03). The electron density parameterκ and
the pick-off rateλpo are significantly smaller in C60 fullerite (κ = 0.3, λpo = 0.04×109 s−1)
than in graphite (κ = 0.7, λpo = 1.8× 109 s−1).

In natural diamond and crystalline SiC experimental evidence was found not only for the
existence of Ps but also for the annihilation of non-thermalized positronium, characterized by
the slowing-down timeτsd and the Ps kinetic energiesE0 at the instant of Ps formation. For
diamondr = 0.07, τsd= 13×10−9 s,E0 ≈ 8 eV, and for SiCr = 0.04, τsd= 20×10−9 s,
andE0 ≈ 6.9 eV were found.

For fused quartz, the parameters characterizing Ps turned out to ber = 0.67, κ = 1.4,
λpo = 0.63× 109 s−1, E0 ≈ 3 eV, andτsd= 0.04× 10−9 s.
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